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Orphen x Hartia

Von LORBEERPRINZ

Kapitel 2: private paradise

große Inspiration für diese FF, die man als eine Art Fortsetzung zu 'Strawberry-
Chocolate' ansehen kann:
Hyde - Shallow Sleep

----
rakuen ~ private paradise

Red hair flew around in the bedsheeds like water, as he restlessly turned and tossed
in the soft sheeds, seeming like no position was able to hold him in place.
It was not that he was just unable to sleep, it was not even night. Daylight shone
through the window, painting his room with a soft touch of orange. The sun was just
about to set.

After a while, Hartia stopped turning around and stared up to the ceiling, sighing. He
had not left his bed the whole day. All the time, he had been staying there, turning
and tossing, always in a despreate try of mimicking the movements of the times he
had shared his bed with somebody else.
He turned his head to the side, looking to the empty space beneath him.

It had been a while since he last time had seen him, been with him. He had
disappeared so suddenly as he had come to him.
Hartia turned around. It smelled not only of himself, but also of the one who had been
sharing this bed with him for several times. Silently, so silently as if the lightest sound
of his voice could cause any damage, he whispered a name. His name.

"Kiriranshero..."

It made him remember.

His voice, his face, his touch.
He wanted him back.
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Hartia remembered the day Orphen had come to the Tower of Fang, looking down
and defeated. Like always, he had not talked about it, but Hartia had seen, known, felt
his old friend needed some comfort.

Comfort had led into hugs, hugs into desperate embraces, soon joined by kisses, first
shy and careless, then deep and passionate. After a while, Orphen had come back
more and more often, repeating this actions over and over again.

Sometimes they had talked; mostly Orphen complained about certain people and
events going on his nerves, sometimes about this and that.
But still, he did not open himself to his old friend, which hurt Hartia much as he had
realized so. Wasn't he trustworthy enough? For Hartia, it showed how much Orphen
had changed the last years from the one he had always known and remembered as
'Kiriranshero'.
And still, he was special.

Mostly, Orphen had stayed over the night and the two shared the big bed.
But always, when Hartia had woken up in the mornings, the other half of this bed had
been empty and Orphen was gone.

Just like now.

Hartia held out a hand, but there was nothing else to touch than the bedsheeds.
Nobody was there.

A look through the window at the setting sun let him realize what a ridiculous thing
he had been doing all day long. It was no use trying to imitate moments with
somebody he would never be able to have for more than a few hours.

Orphen had not come around for several weeks now and from the newspapers, Hartia
knew that a certain 'rude black sorceror' was involved into a lot of mysterious things
lately.
He certainly would not come back in the next time.
If ever.

It was no use to wait for him.

♥~♥~♥

A few days later Hartia did it again.
He lay in his bed and did nothing else than thinking of the times he had been with
Orphen. The wonderful feeling Orphen had created while holding, touching, kissing
his old friend was still somewhere in Hartia’s memories, but it was not enough.
It was only a memory. It was not real.

Hartia was not sure if Orphen knew what kind of feelings about him had grown in the
redhead’s heart, having become more and more intensive with the time.
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But on the other hand, Orphen had to know. Already since the day Hartia had sent him
the strawberry-chocolate flavoured candies.
He knew exactly and still he was handling this feelings so recklessly, like just playing
around with them.
It was certainly not fair.

Sunddenly, there was a knock on the door. But Hartia felt too tired to open, or even to
answer the knocking.
After a moment of silence, a voice came from the other side of the door.
"I know you’re there. It's me."

That voice. No doubt, it was his voice.
Hartia crawled out of his bed and moved his tired body to the door. As he stood in
front of it, he hesistated.
Should he really let him in? It would certainly happen the same things as always,
hurting him even more as he already was.
Maybe he should just...

"Hartia, please..."

He sounded crushed, no doubt about that.

As Hartia opened the door, he detected Orphen did not just sound broken, he also
looked like that. Just like on the day everything had begun.
And just like on this day, he couldn't find any words.

But Orphen did not say a word either, he just walked in, slowly and tiredly, and
headed to Hartia’s bed. As he arrived there, he let himself fall down into the soft
sheeds.
Silently, he stared onto the ceiling.
Something serious had happened, Hartia could see that. But still, he did not know
what to do or say.

As Hartia walked to his bed, Orphen suddenly began to speak.
"I lost...

...my only chance..."

Hartia climbed onto his bed, placing himself behind Orphen.
"What in the world are you talking about...?"
His voice sounded worried.

"There was this one and only chance I had for getting out of all this, but..."
Orphen stopped speaking, closed his eyes and took a deep breath. It did not seem
easy to tell.
"But I was...-"
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He stopped again, this time out of surprise.
Hartia had softly grabbed his head and placed it onto his own lap. He slowly began
stroking Orphen’s hair, trying to comfort him.
"Shh...", he whispered, "It's okay, if you don't want to tell..."

Orphen opened his eyes and looked into Hartia’s face.

There was this smile, warm and caring, but forced. Hartia was obviously not in the
mood to smile, but still, he did so. He tried the best he could to comfort Orphen.

He reached up until his hands touched Hartia’s cheeks. First only barely, then more
firmly, imitating the stroking gestures Hartia was still using on Orphen's head.
"It's okay, if you don't want to smile..."
Maybe there were some feelings. Orphen was not sure.

Slowly, he forced Hartia to bow his head down, his own one reaching up until they
met.

A relatively short kiss, but long enough for both to melt within it.

Without any further words, Orphen turned around and kissed Hartia again.

♥~♥~♥

They had found back their old rhythm quickly.
Turning around in Hartia's bed, which seemed slightly too small for their actions, they
explored every inch of it, and almost every of each other.

They never went any further than kissing, mostly also enjoyed the feeling of their soft
skin. Hartia’s shirt was to be unbuttoned easily.

So it was also this time when the redhead sat on Orphen's lab after a while, his shirt
revealing the view onto his bare, pale skin.
Panting heavily from the previous actions, Hartia opened his mouth. Orphen took this
as a sign for another kiss, but Hartia stopped him. He was not out for kissing, but for
saying something.

"Kiriranshero, I..."

He hesistated; Orphen’s curious face irritated him. He could not detect if it was real or
not. But Hartia was quite sure, his old friend was annoyed from being stopped from
the last kiss. At least a bit.
Hartia swallowed, took a deep breath and began to speak again.
It just had to be said.
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"Kiriranshero, I...
...I lo–"

This time it was Orphen to stop him in the middle of an action.
He gently put his finger onto the redhead’s lips, slightly nodding.

"I know", he whispered.
"I know..."

He reached out for kissing him again, which was easy, because Hartia was too
surprised to move.

Orphen could not return this love, at least not fully. Also due to the last events, his
head was too full of other things and his heart still belonged to Azalea. At least
mostly.
But when he was with Hartia, he forgot about this things for a few hours. No strange
and mysterious people, no worries about money, no fights. He did not need to care
for anything. All that was there was Hartia's warmth, his comfort and friendliness.
They acted as if no time had ever passed.
It was their own, little paradise.
In the beginning, it was odd for Orphen, sharing this kind of intimacy with his old
friend, but with every time he had come here and spent the night with Hartia, his head
became free, more and more. A great feeling he did not want to miss after a while.

It was like a drug.
Hartia was Orphen's drug.

A beautiful drug...

Orphen pulled the redhead close to him, until both lay on the bed, Hartia on top of
him and their heads side by side.
For minutes, both remained silent.

Orphen sighed and began to stroke Hartia's red hair.
He took a few strands, looked at them and then turned his head around to dive into
the bright red, while Hartia did not dare to move or even to make a sound. The
situation was fraigle, the feeling just too wonderful to be destroyed.

Slowly, the room became dark. The sun was gone.

"Your hair smells wonderful...", Orphen whispered after another minute.
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Hartia was puzzled. He had spent the whole day in his room and did not even make a
single step in direction of the shower. It was impossible that his hair still smelled of
the shampoo he had used the day before.

Hartia rose and looked at Orphen, irritated.
But instead of giving an explanation, Orphen began to laugh.

"You’re really cute like this."
Hartia blushed, which made Orphen laugh even more.

He really liked Hartia's blush. Also his hair and his smile and everything else that was
so typically Hartia. His freckles, his strange likening for certain books.
He really loved it.

But he could not see him that often anymore.

Orphen’s smile faded, he sighed. He was about to say something serious, Hartia was
sure. He knew him long enough to be able to read his face.

"I told you I’m still trapped in this big mess, right?"
Hartia nodded.
"I just noticed I’m dragging more and more people into this which I don't want to be
envolved. I don’t want to see them suffering because of my inability for finishing all
this. I'll have to work and fight hard to end it as quickly as possible and so I don't think
I'll be able to visit you anymore.

Maybe I will even die..."

More minutes of silence passed, neither of them knew what to say.
There was no need for anything to be discussed further.

They both had to accept it.

Orphen pulled Hartia close, so close he could.
"Let’s forget about this now", he whispered.

Hartia nodded; this was the only thing he was able to.
Orphen’s embrace felt wonderful and he should be happy for the last few hours they
could spend together.

♥~♥~♥

As Hartia awoke in the next morning, kissed by warm sunlight that shone through his
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window, the other half of his bed was empty.
This time he would not come back. He had said so himself the last night.
Hartia sighed and stared at the empty bed.

It was finally over.
But it hurt so much.

Slowly, Hartia held out a hand, to his other bed-half.
Somehow it felt as he was still there. The sheets were still warm.

But besides the bedsheets, Hartia felt there was something else. It took him a minute
until he realized it was a small sheet of paper.
He looked at it and instantly recognized Orphen’s handwriting, somewhere between
beautiful and crappy, ‘man-like’.

The note consisted of only a few words, but they let him hope.

"I’ll make it. And then I’ll be back."

I gently held out my hand
And in that perfect moment
You disappeared - I lost you over again

In a shallow sleep I dreamt I was seeing you
Just how I remembered
Brimming with tenderness
And somewhere in the calm
A feeling that nothing had ever changed
Your presence close beside me till I wake
(Hyde - Shallow Sleep)
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